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CAUCHY INTEGRAL EQUALITIES AND APPLICATIONS

BOO RIM CHOE

Abstract. We study bounded holomorphic functions n on the unit ball B„

of C satisfying the following so-called Cauchy integral equalities:

C[nm+lñ] = ymKm       {m = 0,1,2,...)

for some sequence ym depending on n . Among the applications are the Ahern-

Rudin problem concerning the composition property of holomorphic functions

on B„ , a projection theorem about the orthogonal projection of H2(Bn) onto

the closed subspace generated by holomorphic polynomials in it, and some

new information about the inner functions. In particular, it is shown that if

we interpret BMOA(ß„) as the dual of //'(fln), then the map g —* g o n is

a linear isometry of BMOAfi?!) into BMOA(5„) for every inner function it

on Bn such that ä(0) = 0 .

1. Introduction

Let « be a positive integer. Throughout the paper C" denotes the n-

dimensional complex space with corresponding unit ball B = Bn whose bound-

ary is the unit sphere S = Sn . The unique normalized rotation-invariant Borel

measure on S is denoted by o = on. When n = 1, we use more customary

notation U and T in place of Bx and 5,, respectively. The symbol Pn stands

for the class of holomorphic homogeneous polynomials n on C" normalized

so that n(B) = U. It is assumed that n > 2 unless the contrary is explicitly

stated.

In their recent paper P. Ahern and W. Rudin have posed the following prob-

lem [AR1, Problem 3.5]:

If n is a function holomorphic on B and continuous on B such

that n(B) = U , then what additional hypotheses are needed

to ensure that n has the pullback property from â§(U) to

BMOA(5) (i.e., goneKMOA(B) for every ge^(U))l

See §2 for notation. This Ahern-Rudin problem has not only its own interest but

also some other applications. Its origin apparently goes back to P. Ahern's paper

[A]. In [A] P. Ahern proved that n(z) = n"' z, ■ • • zn has the pullback property
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from 3S(^J) to BMOA(ß) to derive the pathological boundary behavior near

the maximum modulus set Max 71: = n~x(T)r\S of some BMOA-functions on

B.   His method was used by P. Russo [Rus] to prove the same property of

the sum-of-squares n(z) = z2 -\-v z\ for the same purpose (D. Ullrich [U]

has recently obtained a penetrating result concerning the boundary behavior of

BMOA-functions). Then P. Ahern and W. Rudin [AR1] found a new proof of

these results which allowed them to obtain the same property of every mono-

mial n e Pn and observed new consequences concerning the boundary zeros

of functions holomorphic on B . In [AR2] they derived another consequence,

namely, Paley-type gap theorems which have no analogue in the one variable

case.

The main observation in [AR 1 ] leading to a new proof of the above BMOA-

results in [A] and [Rus] is that if n ePn is a monomial or the sum-of-squares,

then the sequence C[7rm+ n] of Cauchy integrals satisfies the following:

C[nm+Xñ] = ym7im       (m = 0,l,2,...)

for some sequence ym satisfying

(*) 7m = 1___ + 0^_j    asm-oo

where S(n) > 0 is the topological co-dimension of MaxTZ in S. More pre-

cisely, ô(n) = (2«-l)-dim(Max7i) where dim(Max7r) denotes the topological

dimension of Maxzr. For the positively of ô(n), see [Ru2, §11.4].

For brevity this sequence of equalities will be called the Cauchy Integral

Equalities (CIE). Note that if CIE holds as above, then it is necessary that

ym= j \n\2m+2do I j \n\2m do

and therefore ym —> H^H^ =1 as m —y oo if n e Pn.

In §2 we briefly describe standard function spaces and related facts that occur

in this paper. In §3 it is shown that every n belonging to a certain subclass of Pn

satisfies CIE with the same estimate (*) and therefore solves the Ahern-Rudin

problem (see Theorem 3.7). This will be based on two previous cases: roughly

speaking, such n is a direct product of powers of two special kinds of functions

mentioned above. But the example given at the end of the section shows that

CIE holds only for very special îê^ and therefore suggests that something

analogous to Theorem 3.7 is as far as we can go by using CIE method. This

is why we study in §4 some general facts, Theorems 4.5 and 4.6, related to the

Ahern-Rudin problem which reveal a close connection between this problem
2 2

and the orthogonal projection Qn of the Hardy space H (B) onto X (%), the

closure in 77 (B) of holomorphic polynomials in n . If one wishes to attack

the Ahern-Rudin problem for the whole class Pn , Theorem 4.5 naturally yields

two questions which may be of some independent interest (see Definition 4.1

for notation):
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Question A. If n e Pn , then does Qn extend to a bounded projection of H (B)

onto Xx(n)1

Question B. If n e Pn , then does Ax(n)* = 3ê(U) hold?

The answer to Question A is yes if n satisfies CIE: Theorem 5.3 contains a

much stronger result for such n . Note that Qn extends to an integral operator

(see Example 4.2(2)) of Lx(o) into the space of holomorphic functions on B .

In this context the situation is quite different: it follows from [K, Theorem (10)]

that Qn is always unbounded on L1 (er). The answer to Question B is also yes if

n belongs to a large subclass (called fín in [C2]) of Pn containing all functions

n as in Theorem 3.7. One can deduce this fact from the main result of [C2]: the

details can be found in [Cl]. Also note that these observations provide another

proof of Theorem 3.7.

Finally in §5 we derive another consequence of CIE concerning the orthogonal

projections Qn (see Theorem 5.3). Such a projection theorem was previously

proved by W. Rudin [Rul, Theorem 4.5] in the special case when n is an inner

function such that n(0) = 0. This projection theorem and Theorems 4.5 and

4.6 imply an interesting consequence, Theorem 5.4:

if n is an inner function on B (n > 1) such that n(0) = 0 ,

then the map g —y gon is a linear isometry of BMOA(£/) into

BMOA(5).

Note that a similar (and easy) result in the 7fp-context also holds.

2. Preliminaries

Throughout this section n > 1. Let 1 < p < oo. The Hardy space HP(B)

consists of functions / holomorphic on B such that

\\f\\\'       = sup  [\f(rÇ)\pdo(i)<oo.
v   '       0<r<lJs

It is well known (see [Ru2, Theorem 5.6.4]) that if / e HP(B), then f*(i) =

lim(._>1 f(r£) exists for [o] a.e. £ e S. Moreover, the map / —► /* is a linear

isometry of HP(B) onto HP(S), the closed subspace of Lp(o) consisting of all

boundary values of Hp-functions (see [Ru2, Theorem 5.6.8]). This is the reason

why we often use the same letter for a function f e HP(B) and its boundary

function f e Lp(o). For simplicity we will also identify HP(B) with HP(S).

The Cauchy integral of a function f e L (o) will be denoted by C[f]. We

shall use the fact that the map / —► C[f], when restricted to L (o), is the

orthogonal projection of L (a) onto 77 (B). For details see [Ru2, Sections 3.2

and 5.6].

The most convenient definition of BMOA(J5) for our purpose is perhaps a

little bit artificial: BMOA(Ä) consists of all / = C[y/] where y/ e L°°(o).

The BMOA-norm of / is

II/IIbmoa(B) = inf{IHL~((r): C[y/] = f}.
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It is easily seen via the Hahn-Banach theorem that BMOA(7?) is isometrically

isomorphic to the dual of HX(B). More explicitly, given a bounded linear

functional A on HX(B), there exists a unique / e BMOA(fi) such that

Mg) = / Sfdo   for every g e H2(B).

In addition, if this is the case, then ||A|| = ||/||BMoa(B) ■ ^ *s clear from this

definition that H°°(B) c BMOA(ß) c HP(B) for all p < oo. The usual defini-

tion of BMOA(5) is as follows: BMOA(5) consists of all feH2(B) whose

boundary functions f* are functions of bounded mean oscillations with respect

to the nonisotropic metric on S that corresponds to the Koranyi approach re-

gions. It then turns out that BMOA(i?) has a natural identification with the

dual of 77 (B) : see [G] for one variable and [CRW] for several variables.

The Bloch space ¿S(U) is the space of all functions / holomorphic on U

such that

sup(l-|A|2)|/(A)|<oo.

In the present paper we will not use any general property of Bloch functions

and refer to [G] and [ACP] for a more detailed description of the Bloch space.

The class of nonconstant bounded holomorphic functions n on B such that

supzeB\n(z)\ = 1 will be denoted by Hn . Finally the notation ( , ) denotes

the inner product on L (o). The dimension involved in C[f] or ( , ) will be

clear from the context.

3. Cauchy integral equalities

We shall show that CIE holds for a certain, but very special, class of functions

n e Pn with the same estimate (*). The so-called integration by separation

will play an important role in generalization of known cases. As immediate

consequences we will observe the gap theorems and the pathological boundary

behavior of some BMOA-functions.

Before going further we introduce some notation. Suppose y/ and (¡> are

C-valued functions on E eCk and F c C , respectively. We shall let y/ ® <p

denote the function on E x F c Ck x Cl = Ck+I defined by (y/ ® <jf)(z ,w) =

y/(z)<f>(w)  for (z,w) e E x F.   For more than two functions <px, ... ,<j)p,

<3)pj=x <t>i is defined inductively.
The following integral formula has been proved in [C2].   The symbol vk

denotes the normalized volume measure on C  .

Lemma 3.1 (Integration by averaging). If k and I are positive integers such that

n = k + l, then for every f e L (on)

Is fda" = (" 'k l ) Is Is -AW1-!^)^,^! - I*!2)'-1 dvk(z)

holds.   D
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In the following a continuous function / on C"\0 is called positively homo-

geneous of degree d if

f(tz) = tdf(z)       (t>0,zeCn\0).

Proposition 3.2. Suppose that k and I are positive integers such that n = k + l.

Let d > -I and </3 be a positively homogeneous function on C"\0 of degree 2d

such that fs tp dol = 1. Then

I  y/®cpdon= (n~   JJ   y/(z)(l-\z\2)l+d~xdvk(z)

for every y/ e Lx(x) where dx(z) = (1 - \z\2)l+d~x dvk(z) on Bk .

Proof. This is immediate from Lemma 3.1 and homogeneity of 0.   D

Proposition 3.3 (Integration by separation). Let y/ and </) be positively homo-

geneous functions on C \0 and C \0, respectively. Suppose that y/ and <j> are

of degree 2s and 2d, respectively, where s > -k and d > -I. Let n = k + I.

Then
f .,        r(n)T(k + s)F(l + d)  f       ,     f..

Js^^don = r{n + d + s)mmJSky/dokJsHor

Proof. We may assume that /5 y/ dok = 1 = fs <¡> do¡. By Proposition 3.2,

j   y/®(pdon = ( "k    JJ   y/(z)(l-\z\2)'+d~x duk(z).

Compute the right side of the above in polar coordinates by using homogeneity

and obtain T(n)Y(k + s)T(l + d)/Y(n + d + s)T(k)T(l).   D

By repeating integration by separation one obtains the following corollary.

Note that the familiar formula of the L (er)-norm of holomorphic monomials

on C" is a special case of this corollary.

Corollary 3.4. Let (j>i be positively homogeneous functions on C'\0 of degree

2di where d¡> -/,. for i = I, ... ,p. Let n = lx-\-\-lp and d = dx-\— + dp.
Then

Í A^ ^ r(n)    Ar(// + 4)  í   JL j

In the following lemma j denotes the constant function 1 on C .

Lemma 3.5. Let y/ e Pk . Suppose cße P¡ or <f> = j. Define n = by/ ®<p where

b > 0 is chosen so that n e Pn (n = k + I). If y/ and </) satisfy CIE, then so

does n. Moreover, for every m,

{> (nm,nm) S

am if(p = j,
m        Vm2/

1-¿ + °(¿)]a"6-   Íf*€P»
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where

a   =il_>JL_I   and   b   =^_^_}-
(y/m,y/m) m        (<pm,(t>m)    '

Note. When Max y/ and Max 4> are manifolds, it is easily verified that if y/ and

q> satisfy (*), then so does n.

Proof. Let d = deg y/ and s = deg tj>. To show that it satisfies CIE, it is

enough to show that there is a sequence ym such that

(2) (nm+x,nh) = ym(nm,h)       (m = 0,1,2, ...)

for every monomial h = f®g where f e Pk and g e P¡. Fix m > 0 and such

an h . Note that both sides in (2) vanish unless deg/ = dm and deg g = s m .

Thus we may assume that deg/ = dm and deg g = sm . It follows from the

integration by separation that

/   m+1       ;\       i."1+2 /    m+1 _   ,m+l ,. _   ,    ,
(tt      ,nh) = b      (y/      <g></>      ,yf®<l>g)

,m+2T(n)T(k + md + d)T(l + ms + s)     ,   .  m   «,,m    ,= è    ÏWW^T^TT^TTTT)0^^ •»<* »*>■

On the other hand we have in a similar way

i   m    ,,        , m i    m _   ,m     » _     ,
(ti   ,/z) = í>   (^   (»0   ,/®^>

^mr(zz)r(/c + md)Y(l + ms)     „ m     ,

= b   T(k)Y(l)Y(n + md + ms){¥   '™*   >g)'

Comparison of these two identities leads to (2) with

,2     ,   Y(k + md + d)Y(l + ms + s)T(n + md + ms)
(3) v   = b a b  —-—-—--
y ' 'm m mY(k + md)Y(l + ms)Y(n + md + ms + d + s) '

Consider the case tp e P¡. Since 5 > 1, we have by (3)

(d-l s-l \     / d+s-l

]J(k + md + i)]J(l + ms + i) \       ]J (n+md+ms+i).
(=0 1=0 / /        ¡=0

Since ym —* 1 as m —y oo, we obtain

b2^(d + S)d+S

jd „s
a s

Insert the above into (4), divide numerator and denominator by the constant

that makes both monic and compute the coefficients of m +s~ . This yields

( 1 ) when (j>ePr
If <p = j, then b = 1, bm = 1, and s = 0. Thus from (3),

d-\ Id-\

ym = am \[(k + md + i) I Y[(n + md + i).
(=0 /     (=0

This implies ( 1 ) when <p — j ■ The proof is complete.   G
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Lemma 3.6. Suppose that n e Pn satisfies CIE. Then

(1) nd satisfies CIE for every positive integer d. In addition, if n satisfies

(*), then so does n  .

(2) tlo%¿ satisfies CIE for every unitary transformation %f on C" .

Proof. Let ym = (nm+x, nm+x)/(nm , nm). Then we have by assumption

y-,r   m+1 _■. m / r\   i    i \
C[n      n] = ymn (m = 0,1,2, ...).

2
Fix an arbitrary h e H (B). Then, for positive integers k and /, we have

,   l      k,x       .   /_      fc-1.« /   7-1      fc-liA
(n ,n h) = (n n,n     h) = yl_x(n     ,n     h).

Repeating this, we find for I > k > 1

(n ,nh) = y,_x---y,_k(n~k,h).

In other words, C[n ñ ] = y¡_x • • • y¡_kn ~  . Thus

s-,T   d(m+\) _d, dm
c[n      n\ = ydm+d-\---ydmn

and therefore n   satisfies CIE. Clearly ô(n) = ô(n ). Now if

ym = ! - -±7T + ° I —7 )   as m -* °° :

then

2m \m2

y, ^ = 1 - -. , + O   —*       asm-Kxi,
tdm+i 2(dm + i)        \m2J

uniformly in 0 < i < d - 1. Also,

1 1       A/l\
■r = -;-h O   —~       asm-»oo,
z      efw Vw2/e/zn +

uniformly in 0 < i < d - 1. It follows that

,        0(71)        ̂ /1\

This proves (1). (2) is a consequence of the fact that Cauchy transform com-

mutes with the action of unitary group [Ru2, Lemma 3.2.2]. The proof is

complete.   D

We now come to the main result of this section which generalizes the results

of P. Ahern, P. Russo, and Ahern-Rudin mentioned in § 1.

Theorem 3.7. Let (p¡ e P,   be a monomial or a power of the sum-of-squares on

C for i = 1, ... ,p. Define n = b(®pi=x 0;) where b > 0 is chosen so that

n e Pn(n = lx + ■■■ + I ). Then n has the pullback property from 38 (U) to

BMOA(5).

Proof. By Lemma 3.6 each tf>i satisfies CIE as well as (*) and therefore so does

7t by Lemma 3.5. For the pullback property from ¿&(U) to BM0A(5), see

the proof of [AR1, Theorem 3.3].    D
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Let us look at some consequences of Theorem 3.7.

Boundary behavior. It is known [B] that there exists a Bloch function g on U

such that there is no curve in U approaching T along which g has a finite

limit. Let n be a function as in Theorem 3.7 and define f = g on. Then by

Theorem 3.7 / e BMOA(J5). It is not hard to see that / satisfies the following:

(a) / has a finite limit along no Ç-path for every c; 6 Max n ,

while f extends to a holomorphic function across 5\Max n.

Here, a Ç-path is a continuous map y: [0,1) -» B such that

y(t) approaches £ as t —► 1_.

(b) To each £ e Maxzz corresponds a set £(cf with ox(E¿) =

0 such that f^(R„) is dense in C for every n e T\E( where

R denotes the radius ending at n and f is the slice function

A-/(AÍ) for let/.

In fact property (b) is a consequence of Plessner's theorem [G] (see [RR, The-

orem 4.2]) and the fact that every slice function of a BMOA-function on B is

a Bloch function on U (see for example [AR1]). Note that Maxzr is topolog-

ically equivalent to Sm> x ■■ ■ x Sm" x Tm for some mx, ... ,m and m such

that p < m and 1 < mx-\-y mp + m < n .

Gap Theorem. P. Ahern and W. Rudin [AR2] have recently shown the Paley-

type gap theorems for 771 (B) (Theorem 3.1 and a part of Theorem 5.3 in [AR2])

in case n e Pn is a monomial or the sum-of-squares. The only properties of

these ti (except n ePn) used in their proof are the following:

(a) n has the pullback property from 38 (If) to BMOA(ß).

(b) (nm,nm)^(l/y/m)m.

The notation sa means that the ratios of two terms are bounded above and

below. The author [C2] has proved that (b) holds for a large class of func-

tions ti e Pn containing all functions % as in Theorem 3.7. We conclude that

Ahern-Rudin's Paley-type gap theorems mentioned above hold for every n as

in Theorem 3.7.

We now give an example which shows that CIE holds only for very special

functions n e Pn. Remark 2.4 in [AR1] shows that CIE holds only for some

special ti e Pn: n(zx ,z2) = z, + az2   (a ^ 0)  satisfies CIE if and only if

|ez| = 1. Also it can be shown that n(z) = axz\-\-y anzn   (a¡ ^ 0 for every

z) satisfies CIE if and only if |a,| = • • • = \an\ =. 1. Thus it is tempting to expect

that certain "symmetry" plays a significant role in CIE. The following example,

however, shows that CIE has nothing to do with "symmetry".

Example 3.8. Assume that n(z) = z\ + ■ ■ • + zdn € P„ (d > 2) satisfies CIE.

We claim that d = 2. Fix m > 0, put ym = (nm+x ,nm+x)/(nm ,nm) and let

a = (ax, ... ,an) be any multi-index such that ax -{-yan = m and a; > 0
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2
for every z. Then, since holomorphic monomials are orthogonal in L (o), we

have by Corollary 3.4

m+1       ¡.da, ,   m    ¡.di,   m+1       rua. ,   m    saa,
(n      ,7iÇ   ) = ym(n   ,Ç   )

- v    r(W+ X)l*da    *da,

~   m      q!

Y(m + l)Y(n) (da)\
= yn Y(n + dm)     a\

But, by a direct calculation

n
_m+l    _edaK       V^z—m+l    £d ¡.da^

1=1

,   m+1        .i/o,        V~*/   m+1    ~d „da,
(71        ,7l£    > = 2^<« >Çt    >

r(m + 2)A(<gyQ,^a)

a!       ^       (a,-+l)

T(m + 2)r(zz) (e/a)!^ ...        ..      ,, ,     ,,
FT-, ,,      i    >   rf(rfa,.+ l)---(i/a,+ rf-1).
Y(n + dm + d)   a!

It follows that

i-rfV^/j        n     ,. ,    ., (dm +n)--(dm + d + n-I)
m

i=\
Yd(dai + l)---(dai + d-l) = ym ,_

ezzzz     (/m + 1)

The right side of the above approaches d       as zm —> oo. On the other hand,

taking aj = • • • = an — k and m = kn in the left side of the above, we obtain

lim n~dkx'd(dk + 1) ■ • • (dk + d - 1) = n~d dd~x
k—*oo

2—d
and therefore zz      = 1 . In other words d = 2 (recall that zz > 2).

The above example leads to a natural question: is there any concrete char-

acterization of functions n e Pn (or 77n) satisfying CIE? We will see a rather

abstract characterization at the beginning of §5.

4. Some general facts

The Ahern-Rudin problem is in essence a duality problem in view of the fact

that 33(If) is the dual of so-called weighted Bergman spaces (see for example

[A]). In this section we obtain some general facts related to the Ahern-Rudin

problem in this direction. See Theorem 4.5 and 4.6 below. We will also apply

these two theorems to prove Theorem 5.4 in §5.

Definition 4.1. Suppose n > 1  and   1 < p < oo.   Let n e Hn  and pn =

°[{n*y ]• We let Lp(n) = LP(U ,dpn) and Ap(n) denote the closed subspace

of Lp(n) generated by holomorphic polynomials on C . The closed subspace

of HP(B) generated by holomorphic polynomials in n is denoted by Xp(n).

The symbol Kn denotes the orthogonal projection of L2(zr) onto A2(n) and

Qn the orthogonal projection of H2(B) onto A^2(tt) .
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The space A (n)* consists of all g = Kn[y/] where y/ e L°°(ti) = L°°(U ,dpn).

The A (7t)*-norm of g is

HsIU<*). = inf{||HI¿«.w : Kn[y/] = g}.

It is immediate from this definition that

(1) KMIL.oc). < \\v\\l~m   fory/eL°°(n).

As before (see §2), A (n)* is isometrically isomorphic to the dual of A (n).

Clearly Ax(n)* C A2(n).

The space Xx(n)* consists of all g = Qn[y] where y/ e BMOA(ß). The

X (7r)*-norm of g is

\\g\\XHn). = inf{|| V|Ibmoa(5): Q7tM = g}-

Also X (n)* is isometrically isomorphic to the dual of X (n) and X (n)* c

X2(7t).

Finally, Dn is the composition operator yi —y y/ on* of L (n) into L (o)

and associated with Dn is the adjoint operator D*n of L (o) into L (%) defined

by the requirement that

[ fZ\y/do= [_D*fy/dpn
Js Ju

2 2
for every / e L (o) and y/ e L (n).

Let us look at some examples. Recall that a function n e Hn (zz > 1) is

called inner if |zr*| = 1   [o] a.e.

Example 4.2. (1) Let n e Hn (n > 1) be inner and put zr(0) = a. Then

[Rul] dpn(Ç) = P(a,Ç)dox(Ç) where P denotes the Poisson kernel on U. It

follows that Lp(n) and Lp(ox) are the same space with two equivalent norms.

Moreover, if <t>a(X) = (a - X)/(l - ak) (le U), then the map y/ -> y/ o (¡>a

is a linear isometry of L^zr) onto Lp(ox). In particular, if a = 0, then

Lp(n) = L"(ox), A"(n) = HP(U), Kn is the Cauchy projection of L2(ox) onto

772(i7) and

Q\ñ(z)=í   mda{® (zeB)
WM    Jsi-n(z)n(t)      {zetS)

because {nm} is an orthogonal basis for A^2(7t). In general Ap(n) and HP(U)

are the same space with two equivalent norms and hence Lp(n)r\A (n) = Ap(n)

for 2 < p < œ . Note that Ax(n)* = BMOA(i/) if a = 0.

(2) Let n e Pn. It is shown by the author [C2] that pn < m (m denotes

the area measure on If) and the Radon-Nikodym derivative w = dpn/dm is a

positive [zm] a.e., radial, integrable function on U. Hence Lp(n) = Lp(wdm).

Since w is radial, it is easily seen that Ap(n) = Lp(n)nH(U) where H(U) is
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the class of functions holomorphic on U. In particular, Lp(n)nA (n) = Ap(n)

for 2 < p < oo. Since {nm} is an orthogonal basis for X (n), we have

JS ~     (X    ,71    )

For the convergence of the kernel function see [K].

2| 2
In what follows X (n)    denotes the orthogonal complement of X (n) in

2 2
77 (B) (not in L (o)). We first prove a couple of lemmas which will also be

used in the proof of Proposition 5.1 and Theorem 5.3 in §5.

Lemma 4.3. Suppose n > 1 and let n e Hn. Then

(1) D*(H2(B)) = A2(n)®D*(X2(7i)±),

(2) Qn=Dn°KnoDl     Onfí2(B).

Proof. By a standard approximation we have

/ y/ on* do =  _y/ dpn   for y/ e L (n).
Js Ju

From this we easily find the following:
2 2

(a) Dn is an isometry of A (n) onto X (n),

(b) D*n(nm) = r   (zm = 0,1,...).

loi

heX2(nf

It follows that D*(X2(n)) = A2(n).   On the other hand, given zn > 0 and

h e L2(o)

0=(nm,h)= f_kmD*nhdpn
Ju

and therefore

(3) D*n(X2(nt)eA2(nt.

This proves (1). Note that Dn o KK o D*K annihilates X (n)1' by (3) and D% o

Kn o D*n is the identity on X2(n) by (b). This proves (2).   D

Lemma 4.4. Suppose n > 1  and 1 < p < oo.  Let n e Hn .   Then for every

¡_\D*h\pdpn< ¡\h\pdo
Ju Js

holds.

Proof. First consider the case p = 1. By duality it is sufficient to show that if

y/ e C(U), then ||ye o 7t*||¿00((7) < ||H|L<„()l) • Let E be the essential range of

n*. Then pn lives on E. Therefore, if y/ e C(U), then

II¥ ° x\\Lco{a) < sup{|^ o n*(£,)\: £ e (n*)~x(E)}

<sup{\y/(X)\:XeE}

= lkllL~(ff)-
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This proves the lemma when p = 1 .  A similar duality argument shows the

lemma when 1 < p < oo.   G

Theorem 4.5. Suppose n > 1 and let n e Hn. Then the following are equivalent:

(a) iic[^^]|Ibmoa(b)^cii#L'(*)* f°revery ?^'w*,

(b) \\Qn[h]\\W{B) < c\\h\\HHB) for every h e H2(B)

where c = c(n, n). Two constants in (a) and (b) are the same.

Proof. We first prove the implication (a) =>■ (b).  Fix h e H (B) and y/ e

C(U). Then we have

\f_Kn[D*nh]y/dp\=\f_D*hgdp7
\Ju \Ju

where g = K [y/]

= \(h,Dng)\   by definition of D*n

< l|A|ltf.(Ä)l|C[Z>„*]|lBMOA(/i)   by definition of BM0A(5)

< c\\h\\w(B)\\8\\AH*Y    by assumPtion

< c\\h\\Hm\\¥\\LOo(n)   by 4.1.(1).

Thus by duality we have

jjKn[D*nh]\dßn<c\\h\\W(B).

But by Lemma 4.3 the left side of the above is exactly the same as Ho^A]^,,^ •

Now we prove the converse implication (b) => (a).   Fix h e H (B) and

g e Ax(n)*. Then, since Dng e X2(n), we have

(h,Dng) = (Q\_h],Dng) = [_D*Qn[h]gdpn.
Ju

Since D*.Qn[h] e A2(n), it follows that

\(h,Dng)\ < \\DlQK[h]\\AHK)\\g\\AHn).    by definition of Ax(n)*

^ llß»[A]||/fi(Ä)ll^ll^i(«)-    by Lemma 4.4

< 4h\\Hl(B)\\g\\A1{nr    by assumption.

In other words, \\C[Dxg]\\BMOA{B) < c\\g\\AHn). . The proof is complete.   D

We now conclude this section with the following.

Theorem 4.6. Suppose n > 1  and let n e Hn.   Then Dn  is an isometry of

Ax(7t)* onto Xx(n)*.

Proof. Fix g € Ax(n)*. Given / e X2(n), by Lemma 4.4,

\(f,Dng)\ < \\D*f\\A{(n)\\g\\A<(n). < \\f\\W{B)\\g\\A<(n). -

Thus, by definition of Xx(n)*, Dng e Xx(n)* and \\Dng\\xl{n). < \\g\\AHn). .
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Conversely, let h e Xx(n)*. Then h e X (n) and thus h = Dng for some
2 2

g e A (n). Now we have for every / e A (n)

\LfSdp,
\Ju

= \(Dj,h)\ < UQTyiii^ii/zii^. = ll/lUrollAll^,,.

This shows Dn maps Ax(n)* onto Xx(n)* and \\Dng\\V{n). > \\g\\AHjt). for

every g e Ax(n)*. The proof is complete.   D

5. Projections

In this section we observe another consequence of CIE concerning the or-

thogonal projections Qn in Theorem 5.3. As an application of this projection

theorem we derive some new information about inner functions which was men-

tioned at the end of § 1. We begin with a characterization of functions n e Hn

satisfying CIE in terms of D*n .

Proposition 5.1. Suppose n > 1 and let n e Hn. Then the implications (a) =>•

(b) o (c) o (d) hold among the following properties of n. If {nm} is orthogonal

in H2(B), then (b) => (a) also holds.

(a) n satisfies CIE,

(b) D*J[(X2(n)±) = 0,

(c) D*n(H2(B)) = A2(n),

(d) D*n(H2(B))cA2(n).

Proof. By Lemma 4.3 the equivalence of conditions (b), (c) and (d) is easily
2 i

verified. Now we prove the implication (a) =$> (b). Fix h e X (n) and put

ym = (nm+l, nm+x)/(nm, nm). By the proof of Theorem 3.6 we have

( (nl ,nkh) = yt_x- ■ ■y,_k(nl~k ,h) = 0   for / > k,

1 (nl ,nh) = y,_x---y0(l,7tk~'h) =0   for/<A:,

because h(0) = 0. It follows that

k\_Xl~kkD*nhdpn = 0   for every l,k>0.

Since polynomials in X and I are dense in L2(n), we obtain D*h = 0 as

desired.

Now we suppose that {nm} is orthogonal in H2(B) and prove the converse

implication (b) => (a). We will show

(1) (nm+X,nh) = yJnm,h)   for every h e H2(B).

Fix h e H (B). Since {nm} is an orthogonal basis for X2(n), we have

oo      ¡t       m,

e,[A] = E A^*
m=0

I—m   _mv '
(n   ,n  )
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Therefore, since D*n(nm) = Xm and D^X2^) = 0, we see

oo      ,i       m,

m=0 K        '        '

Note that {Xm} is also an orthogonal basis for ^2(zr). Consequently,

(tt      ,nh)=  _X     X^j-t—j-X dpn
JU /=fJ (7C  ,7T )

(7tm ,h)      f       2m+2   ,

i   m    i \
= ?m{*    yh).

This shows ( 1 ) and the proof is complete.   D

Remark 5.2. Property (d) above plays an important role in the proof of BMOA-

results in [A] and [Rus]. As mentioned earlier, the new proof of these results in

[AR1] uses property (a). Note that they are equivalent if nePn.

The following theorem generalizes a projection theorem of W. Rudin (see

§1). Note that every inner function trivially satisfies CIE.

Theorem 5.3. Let n > 1 and suppose that n e Hn is inner or n e Pn satisfies

CIE. Then Qn extends to a bounded projection, with operator norm I, of HP(B)

onto Xp(n) for 1 < p < oo.

Proof. By Proposition 5.1 D*_(H2(B)) = A2(n). Thus Qn = DnoD* on H2(B)

by Lemma 4.3. It follows from Lemma 4.4 that

(i) llorín™ < \\h\\HtlB)

for every h e Hp(B)nH (B) (1 <p < oo). Hence Qn is a bounded projection

of Hp(B) onto Hp(B)CiX2(n) for 2 < p < oo. For 1 < p < 2, Qn extends to

a bounded projection of HP(B) onto Xp(n) by (1) because H2(B) and X (n)

are dense in HP(B) and Xp(n), respectively. Clearly the operator norm of Qn

is 1 in any case.

It remains to prove HP(B) n A"2(7t) = Xp(n)  for 2 < p < oo.   Clearly

HP(B) n X2(n) D Xp(n). Suppose h e HP(B) n X2(n). Then h = Dng for

some g e A2(n). In addition g e A2(n) n Lp(n) = Ap(n) (see Example 4.2).

It follows that h e Xp(n). The proof is complete.   D

Theorem 5.4. Let n e Hn (n > 1) be an inner function such that n(0) = 0.

Then the map g —► g on is a linear isometry of BMOA(i7) into BMOA(5).

Proof. Fix g e BMOA(7/). Since n(0) = 0, Ax(n)* = BMOA(i7). Thus by

Theorems 4.5 and 5.3

\\<-[g  on ]||BMOA(Ä) < II^IIbmoa((7) •
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It is known (see for example [Rul]) that (gon)* = g*on*[o] a.e. and therefore

we have

II* ° nW}iMOA(B) — H*HbMOA(CZ) •

on eX2(n)nm

Theorem 4.6

Now since gone X2(n) n BMOA(2?), we have by definition of X (n)* and

U*HbMOA(I/) = II* ° nh>(n)- ̂  II* ° äHbMOA(ä) ■

The proof is complete.   D

Corollary 5.5. Let n e Hn (n > 1) be inner and put n(0) = a. Then for every

geBMOA(U)

II* ° aHbmOA(/í) = II* ° ¿aÏÏBMOMU)

holds. Here 4>a(X) = (a - X)/(l - aX) (XeV).

Proof. Apply Theorem 5.4 to the inner function 4>a°n and use the Möbius-

invariance of BMOA(i7).   D

Remark 5.6. As a special consequence of Corollary 5.5 we have gone

BMOA(fi) whenever g e BMOA(f/) and n e Hn (n > I) is inner. As

far as this property is concerned, P. Ahern pointed out more, namely, that the

same holds whenever g e BMOA(f/) and n e Hn (n > 1). Sketch of proof.

It is easy enough to assume zt(0) = 0. Let

Then

Dm = Ssf-ñíi§       (XeU)forfeH2(B).

\Df(X)\ < 2^ |/(0| Re (i_^(0) d°(t) + 1/(0)1

and therefore ||A/V(l/) < W\\w(b)- % duality we have \\g o n\\BMOA{B) <

3||^||BMOA((y)D. Note that this proof depends on the positivity of real part of

the Cauchy kernel on U , which is not the case when zz > 2. In fact it can be

shown that there exists a holomorphic (even continuous up to the boundary)

map n: Bn -► B2 such that g o n g BMOA(5J for some g e BMOA(52).
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